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Factors Involved in Quoting Your Project
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Our efficient system for quoting projects allows for transparency in our quoting process and also maintains the 
standards that allow us to deliver highly technical projects with confidence. Not every translation is the same. We 
have clients who hire our firm to translate marketing plans, and we also have engineering firms who use us to 
translate autoCAD plans and manufacturing companies who have us translate their user manuals. Here’s what 
goes into creating a quote:

We examine the project’s subject matter to see how technical the projects is. The more 
technical it is, the more restricted the number of translators available for our project 
(e.g., we may need translators with an engineering background and automotive experi-
ence). Doing this clarifies the difficulty of the project as well as how complex it may be.

After evaluating all of these factors we put together a quote that allows us to handle these aspects so we can 
continue doing what we love to do – helping companies communicate and grow their operations.
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When do you need your translation? We understand your needs, and we work around 
your schedule to make it easy for you to do business. The average translator com-
pletes 2,000 words per day. Your deadline determines whether we need to assemble 
multiple-translator teams to complete your project.

We evaluate the overall scope of the project and put teams together to manage every 
aspect. Does the project require us to put together a graphical output design for desk-
top publishing in Adobe InDesign, FrameMaker or Quark? We consider whether addi-
tional work and research must be performed to complete the project.

The amount of material to translate is assessed next. The average manual is about 
150 pages long, and depending on the number of languages you need your manual 
translated into determines the size of the project. As the size of the project increases, 
so does the number of Project Managers needed to handle your project smoothly.

Identifying the language combination comes next. Is this a multi-language project?
The more languages needed, the more specific project management attention to 
maintain optimum project performance. Are the languages obscure or more common? 
Well known translators offer a larger pool of translators than less-spoken tongues.


